
Haringey Cycling Campaign, meeting minutes 12.9.16  

 

Present 

 

Selena Calder, Andrew Rendle, Adam Coffman, Ross Alexander, Grant Gahagan, Sally 

Morshead, Michael Poteliakhoff 

  

Suggested LBH commitments following Cycle Safety Scrutiny Review   
          

Simon Monk has emailed some comments on the draft letter circulated before the meeting 

and GG has some comments he will email tomorrow. 

 

Green Lanes Transport Study 

 

AC said there has not been much information generated.  RA said the traffic displacement 

figures will be interesting.  50% of journeys, pre bridge work are thought to have been local 

traffic.   
  

MP and SC are joining the ride with Sustrans for the Quietway to North Finchley on the 20th 
and will query progress on the N/S Quietway.  

 

Wightman Rd  

 
Wightman Rd is now open to all traffic NS has been partly resurfaced.  The bridge cycle lane 

is far too narrow (900mm) and GG said it was more dangerous than having no lane, as it 

encouraged drivers to drive on the edge of the lane, leaving far too little space.  MP would 

email LBH to say a protected lane should be provided (this would take up much less space 

than currently allocated to car parking on the rest of Wightman Rd.)  The new speed tables 

are entirely unsatisfactory.  MP has photographed and will email LBH. 

 

MP will confirm next LBH traffic liaison meeting, where these issues can be raised.   

 

Meeting at Ashley Rd  

 

Meeting due re school crossing safety and general ped/cycle safety in Tottenham 

Simon Munk will be attending, together with SC and MP.  It was agreed we should ask Peray 

Ahmet for an informal meeting. 
 

Our Constitution and return of funds to LCC 

 

MP said we have an existing constitution but has have not inherited a copy.  He tabled the 
model constitution provided by LCC and it was agreed this should be formally adopted at the 

next AGM.   

 

It was agreed to appoint officers pro tem, pending holding of the AGM. GG was proposed as 

Secretary by SC and seconded by MP and elected nem con.  SC was proposed as 

Membership Secretary MP and seconded by SM.  It was agreed the management committee 

will be SM, GG, MP and SC. 

 

It was confirmed (as previously minuted) surplus funds are to be returned to LCC.  POST 

MEETING NOTE- amount to be £750, leaving £650 for the next 9 months expenditure. 


